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Pennies make poor wishes. I know this from experience, but I play along with my brother
because that’s what older sisters do. The last thing I want is to scratch his life is sunny
window, so I flip the coin in the air, and it spins like a copper acrobat before landing on
the fountain’s bottom, joining other forgotten dreams.
“Want to make one more? Just because?” Alex holds out another penny.
“This isn’t some fountain-wishing free-for-all, you know. If you make hundreds, and
they all come true, what kind of world would it be?” I block the sun’s glint off the
water’s surface.
“A good one?” Alex flips the coin in the air, and it drops to the ground. He picks it
up. “Here, take it. I’ll find another.”
I squirt sanitizer in my palm and rub the penny, coating it in gooey liquid. My wish is
always the same, and nothing ever changes, so why bother? Running my finger around
the coin’s edge, I wonder if it never works because it’s not meant to, because I’m making
the wrong one.
I’ve a better chance saving up for a sports car than waking up to a wish come true.
But I flip the coin once more, and it drops onto the water’s surface, slowly sinking to
the bottom, illuminated by the sun’s rays. It glows. It pulsates.
Busy scouring the ground for more coins, Alex doesn’t see what I see. I blink, and the
penny is gone. Lost amongst hundreds others.
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Alex jumps onto the fountain’s ledge. “Remember, if you tell your wish, it won’t
come true.”
Like wishes ever do.
I can’t help that Alex’s eternal optimism of the world gets in the way of my hardwired pessimism. Someday, he’ll learn what I already know: life’s one giant
disappointment after another.
He closes his eyes and flicks his penny into the circular pool. “Besides, you’ll never
guess mine.”
I tuck a stray curl behind my ear. “You’ll be the next winner of the X-games.”
“Nuh uh.”
“We’ll have ice cream sundaes for dessert every night for a month.” That used to be
his birthday wish. Until last year.
“You’ll never guess because I can’t tell you.” Alex dips a hand in the water.
“You can’t take the pennies back out,” I shout.
“I’m not.” He presents me with a closed wet fist.
My hands remain within the pockets of my red vest, away from the germ-infested
waters of this stagnant pool.
“It’s for you.” He smiles. “Open it. Come on, Zin. You need it.”
“You can’t save a wish, Ally.” My hands don’t move as his face melts into sadness.
“I mean...wishes do their own thing.”
“Well, maybe I have wish-saving magical powers.” He shoves a closed fist inside his
pocket and steps onto my skateboard.
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The sidewalk is mostly clear now that we wasted all that time making wishes at the
fountain. School’s been out for at least thirty minutes, so we should be able to make it
home without running into anyone. Or anyone running into us.
Alex badumpthumps over every gap in the pavement, riding solo on my skateboard as
I follow beside him. He’s still working on his balance, so one hand’s on my shoulder
while a foot drags on the ground.
“Stop!” he shouts. “We’re gonna crush the little guy.” Jumping from the board, he
pushes me to the side, then crouches on the sidewalk.
I stand, resisting closer inspection. Bugs and I don’t get along. They crawl through
their own poop, and I’d rather not mix with anything covered in insect feces.
Alex has different standards when it comes to the world of gross. “Look, Z, he’s so
soft. Feel him.” He strokes the fuzzy orange and black critter.
“I’ll take your word for it.” I walk over to retrieve my board then freeze. “Where’s his
family? I don’t want to step on them...as gross as he is.”
“Caterpillars are loners. Like you. The mother butterfly lays eggs...then she flies
away, I guess.” His finger barely touches it. I’ve never seen Alex so gentle.
I lean over his shoulder and whisper, “So where’s the father butterfly?”
“Who knows? They don’t hang around long after getting the female pregnant.”
Thanks for the replay of my childhood.
Alex sets the caterpillar on the ground then digs in his backpack. He pulls out his
half-eaten sandwich, removes it from its plastic bag, shoves the bagless sandwich back in
his backpack, and lifts the grimy guy. “Do you think he’ll survive in here until we get
home?”
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He rips blades of grass, sprinkling bits into the bug bag.
“I’m not sure he’ll be happy in there.” Or if he’ll live. “Hang on.” I reach inside my
backpack and take out a jar of paperclips. “You can use this.”
I drain the contents into a small zippered pouch and hand the jar to Alex.
“That’s more like it. Thanks, Z.” He transfers his new pet into the jar, sets it on the
ground, and reaches into his backpack.
“Do not...Alex...that’s...gross.”
He zips the baggie and tosses it back inside. “What? Now my sandwich will stay
fresh.”
In bug poop.
“He looks way happier, don’t you think?”
I remain at least a foot away, so I can’t really see. “Do caterpillars smile?”
“Don’t be such a stick in the mud.” Alex strokes the bug.
“Don’t keep copying Pops’ words.” Everything our grandfather says is like gold for
my brother.
“Who else’s words should I copy?”
Ugh. “Just... You know my rules about bugs.”
“It’s number twenty-nine on your list, right?” He steps on the board, holding tight to
my paper clips jar that’s now home to bug poop.
“Consider the jar a gift. Keep it for life.”
“Thanks, Zin.”
A fire engine races past, lights and sirens. Alex hugs the jar with one hand and salutes
the passing blur of noise and color with the other. “You think it’s another fire?”
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“Another?” I remove my hands from over my ears.
“Didn’t you hear? A-High library...they cancelled school and everything. Lucky.”
Alex reaches for my arm to steady himself. He says four wheels are harder to balance on
than two. Something about too many moving parts.
“Fires aren’t lucky, but what else do you know?” No one mentioned anything about
an emergency at the high school today, but, of course, I spent the entire lunch hour in the
library.
“That’s it except for the break-in at your school.”
“Break-in? Alex, you sure someone isn’t feeding you stories?” I pant, trying to keep
up with him.
“Louis told me. Louis doesn’t tell stories. He hates reading.”
Internal eye roll. “Well, if there were a break-in at my school, I’d know.”
“Yeah? Who’d tell you? Your imaginary friend?”
He doesn’t mean it that way, but he’s right. It’s not like kids are beating down the
door to be my partner in class or hang out after school.
“It’s weird, right? Fire at A-High, break-in at yours. I wish something exciting
happened at my school. Maybe the pipes will burst and they’ll cancel school for like a
week. Or a month.”
“Don’t get any crazy ideas, Alex.”
“What do you mean?” He stops the skateboard.
“You know exactly what I mean. Like how you pulled the fire alarm last month. How
you got in a pretend fight the month before, so you could get out of your math test.
There’s probably an entire list of crazy ideas hanging up in your room.”
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Alex opens the jar and balances the fuzzy critter on his finger. “Well, it’s too late.”
“What do you mean ‘too late?’” I narrow my eyes. “Alex, what did you do?”
“It’s okay. I wished it away.” His eyes grow wide. “Shoot. Now it won’t come true.”
Less concerned about jinxing a wish and more interested in what he did that Mom’s
going to yell about, I set my hand on his shoulder. “Tell me.”
“It’s nothing. Just a scuffle. Besides, he started it.” He continues petting the
caterpillar.
“Who started it?”
“No one. My principal just gave me a note for Mom and I have a detention. No
biggie.” He returns the bug inside the jar.
“Fights are biggies, and Mom’s going to blow a fuse.” She practically had smoke
coming out her ears about the fire alarm.
“I’ll handle it. You don’t need to get involved, Zin. Please, leave it to me.” He smiles.
“You’ve got your own worries, I’m sure.”
He’s right. I do. Always. “Well, just tell the truth. The truth is never wrong.”
“Ugh. Why is everyone so hung up on that?”
“Because it’s simple.” We continue walking home, the skateboard pushed along by
Alex.
“Still, I wish my school got closed down or something. Fifth grade’s hard.”
“I can help you with your math homework.”
“Um, yeah, about that...” He’s got his serious face on, the one he uses when he brings
home his report card. “I kind of lost my math book. It’s gotta be in my room.
Somewhere.”
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I smile. “I’ll find it.”
Alex laughs because if I have one skill, it’s finding things. Most things, anyway.
“I bet it’s under your bed or in your closet.” Which is where most everything of his is.
“Your school should hire you to find out who broke in because of your whole ‘don’t
let a mystery go unsolved’ thing.”
“Mysteries are there to be solved,” I tell him even though I know which mystery he’s
referring to.
“Mom says you need to drop it.”
“Our dad’s around. He exists.” I pause as we reach the front lawn. “I told you what
she said the other day...about ‘needing to talk to him after all these years.’”
Alex kneels on the grass and opens the jar, setting his fatherless caterpillar free. “If he
doesn’t care, we shouldn’t either. Look at this little fella, all fuzzy and happy, and he
doesn’t have a brother or weird sister.”
I sit down next to him, reach in my pocket, and squirt out a bubble of sanitizer.
“Here.”
Wiping his hands against mine, Alex sighs. “Not every speck of dirt in the world
needs to be wiped clean.”
“It can’t hurt. Clean is good. Without order, the world would be--”
“Fun.” He shakes his head.
“A mess.” There’s order for a reason.
Alex returns his fuzzy bug into the jar and climbs the front steps.
He stops before opening the door. “Your rules aren’t dumb, just annoying.”
Believe me, I know.
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He reaches in his pocket for the front door key, and a jangle of coins spill to the
ground.
“Where did you get all of those?”
He quickly gathers them while balancing the unlidded caterpillar jar. “Found them.”
I wish my brother had someone to keep him on the straight and narrow of life because
the rest of us aren’t doing a great job of it. Alex might need our dad around more than
me.

